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Word Student-friendly definition

humiliate(ing) p 14
make (someone) feel ashamed and foolish by injuring their 
dignity and self-respect, especially publicly.a

unlikely p 16 not likely to happen, be done, or be true; improbable

obsess(ed) p 16
preoccupy or fill the mind of (someone) continually, 
intrusively, and to a troubling extent.

multigenerational p 
18

relating to several generations

landlord p 20
a person who rents land, a building, or an apartment to a 
tenant.

tragic p 22 causing or characterized by extreme distress or sorrow.q

entirely p 38 completely (often used for emphasis)

superb p 43 impressively splendid.

traumatic p 61 emotionally disturbing or distressing.

meaningless p 66 having no meaning or significance.

reaction p 76
an action performed or a feeling experienced in response to a 
situation or event.

mannequin p 81 a dummy used to display clothes in a store window.

responsible p 85
having an obligation to do something, or having control over 
or care for someone, as part of one's job or role.

visibility p 86 the state of being able to see or be seen.
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admit p 102 confess to be true or to be the case, typically with reluctance.

drastic p 103
likely to have a strong or far-reaching effect; radical and 
extreme.

especially p 111
used to single out one person, thing, or situation over all 
others

rearrange(ed) p 112 move (something) into a more acceptable position or state.:

investment p 117
the action or process of investing money for profit or material 
result.

passive p 119
accepting or allowing what happens or what others do, 
without active response or resistance

rearrange(ed) p 122 move (something) into a more acceptable position or state.

constantly p 122 continuously over a period of time; always.

sulk(ing) p 123
be silent, morose, and bad-tempered out of annoyance or 
disappointment

intense p 131 of extreme force, degree, or strength.

stubborn p 135
having or showing dogged determination not to change one's 
attitude or position on something, especially in spite of good 
arguments or reasons to do so

forfeit p 156
lose or be deprived of (property or a right or privilege) as a 
penalty for wrongdoing.
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